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INTRODUCTION

Concrete structures play a vital role in the safe operation of all light-water reactor plants since
they provide foundation, support, shielding and containment functions. History tells us that
concrete is a durable material. However, a number of factors can compromise its performance,
singly or in combination: (1) faulty design, (2) use of unsuitable materials, (3) improper
workmanship, (4) exposure to aggressive environments, and (5) excessive structural loads.
Furthermore, aging of nuclear power plant (NPP) concrete structures occurs with the passage of
time and has the potential, if its effects are not controlled, to increase the risk to public health and
safety. Although limited, incidences of degradation of concrete structures in NPPs [1-3] indicate
that there is a need for improved surveillance, inspection/testing, and maintenance to enhance the
technical bases for assurance of continued safe operation of NPPs. Guidelines and criteria for
use in evaluating the remaining structural margins (residual life) are required.

STRUCTURAL AGING (SAG) PROGRAM

The SAG Program has the objective of preparing documentation to help provide criteria for use
by the USNRC in evaluating requests for continuing the service of NPPs. The program consists
of three tasks: (1) materials property data base, (2) structural component assessment/repair
technologies, and (3) quantitative methodology for continued service determinations.

Material? Property Data Base

The primary objective of this task is to develop a reference source [Structural Materials
Information Center (SMIC)] containing data and information on the time variation of material
properties under the influence of pertinent environmental stressors and aging factors.
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Presentation formats developed for the SMIC include a Structural Materials Handbook and a
Structural Materials Electronic Data Base [4]. When issued, the Structural Materials Handbook
will be an expandable, hard-copy reference document containing complete sets of data and
information for each material entry. Included will be performance and analysis information
useful for structural assessments and safety margins evaluations, e.g., performance values for
mechanical, thermal, physical, and other properties presented as tables, graphs, and mathematical
equations. The Structural Materials Electronic Data Base is an electronically accessible version
of the handbook. Due to software limitations, the electronic data base is not as comprehensive as
the handbook, but will provide an efficient means for searching the data base files. Reference [5]
provides detailed information on the SMIC and its potential applications.

A secondary objective of this task is to evaluate methods for predicting the service life or
performance of reinforced concrete. Degradation processes (corrosion of steel reinforcement,
sulfate attack, etc.) which can potentially impact the performance of reinforced concrete in NPPs
were reviewed based on mechanisms, likelihood of occurrence, manifestations, and detectability.
Models identified for each process were evaluated [6]. A major conclusion of the study was that
theoretical models need to be developed, rather than relying solely on empirical models.
Predictions from theoretical models are more reliable, far less data are needed, and they would
have wider application. Purely stochastic models have limited application because of the lack of
adequate data to determine the statistical parameters. Deterministic and stochastic models should
be combined to give realistic predictions of the service life of an engineering material.

Structural Component Assessment/Repair Technologies

The objectives of this task are to: (1) develop a systematic methodology which can be used to
make quantitative assessments of the significance of any environmental stressors or aging factors
which adversely impact the durability of safety-related concrete structures in NPPs; and (2)
provide recommended in-service inspection or sampling procedures to develop data to evaluate
the current condition as well as trend the performance of concrete components. Techniques for
concrete repair or mitigation of deteriorating influences are also addressed.

A methodology has been developed which provides a logical basis for identifying the critical
concrete structural elements in a NPP and the pertinent degradation factors [71. Numerical rating
systems were used to establish structural subelement relative importance, the subclement's safety
significance, and influences of environmental exposure. Determination of a structure's relative
ranking is based on the weighted contributions of the: (1) structural importance of subelements,
(2) safety significance, (3) environmental exposure, and (4) degradation factor significance.

Direct and indirect methods to detect concrete material degradation have been assessed [8].
Direct methods involve a visual inspection of the structure, material removal/testing/analysis, or
a combination of the above. Indirect methods measure a concrete property and use established
correlation curves to estimate the strength, elastic behavior, or degradation. Contained in the
assessment are: (.1) reviews of the capabilities, accuracies, and limitations of available concrete
inspection techniques: (2) descriptions of inspection methodologies for indicating concrete
condition: (3) recommendations on application of testing methods; and (4) descriptions of
developing methods for indicating concrete degradation, e.g., magnetic (leakage flux, nuclear
magnetic resonance), electrical (capacitance, polarization resistance, half-cell potential using
impulse radar), ultraviolet radiation, and finite-element analysis methods.

As noted, indirect testing methods for concrete structures require correlation curves developed
from a small number of destructive and nondestructive tests conducted in tandem at noncritical
locations. If destructive tests can not be performed to develop these curves, assessment of in-



place strength must be based on published results. Correlation curves, other statistical data, and
parameters required to estimate compressive strength from subsequent nondestructive tests, were
developed for commonly used nondestructive testing techniques by applying monovariant linear
regression analyses to published data, i.e., break-off, pullout, rebound hammer, ultrasonic pulse
velocity, and probe penetration [9].

An overview of the European perspective on concrete repair has been conducted [10]. Specific
topics covered included: (1) descriptions of repair materials/procedures utilized, (2) criteria for
procedure selection, (3) assessment of the procedure effectiveness, and (4) future direction of
concrete repairs. Although there are no European standards governing repair of concrete, there
are several documents that provide guidelines, with the most widely developed regulations
having been prepared by the German Committee on Reinforced Concrete [11]. Damage
occurring from carbonation and chloride presence are the most important sources of concrete
distress in Europe. For carbonation, the emphasis has been placed on anti-carbonation surface
treatments, protective properties of patch materials, and the durability/compatibility of these
materials. For chloride attack, efforts are underway to provide an improved understanding of the
corrosion mechanisms, the mechanism of incipient anode development, and the use of cathodic
protection to overcome the problem.

A complementary activity has reviewed North American practices for concrete repair and
covered: deterioration modes, repair methodologies and materials, techniques for repair
evaluation, and case histories [12]. Information addressing repair of reinforced concrete in NPPs
was assembled through a questionnaire sent to the utilities requesting information on inspection
procedures, deterioration mechanism! s) and manifestations, repair actions undertaken, and repair
performance history. Results from over 25 utilities indicate that the performance of concrete
structures generally has been good, with cracking being the primary form of degradation.

An assessment has been completed of the corrosion of metals embedded in or in contact with
concrete [13]. Topics covered include: discussions of the electrochemical process, types of
corrosion (uniform, bimetallic, fretting, etc.), conditions that affect corrosion rate (temperature,
electrolyte conductivity, etc.), effect of concrete environment, detection of corrosion (visual,
half-cell potential measurements, magnetic perturbation, etc.), and remedial measures (corrosion
inhibitors, chloride removal, dielectric isolation, etc.). The potential for stray electrical current
corrosion in NPPs and use of cathodic protection systems to mitigate corrosion are discussed.

A model for formulation of a damage assessment/repair prioritization methodology for
reinforced concrete structures in NPPs has been developed [14]. Through consideration of the
extent of damage that has occurred (e.g., crack width) and environmental exposure conditions
(e.g., chloride), numerical ranking systems are used to establish a logical approach for
prioritization of concrete repair activities. A nomograph and computer software have been
developed for use in generating priority repair rankings. When finalized, this activity will
provide a link between the aging assessment methodology [7] and the above repair activities.

Quantitative Methodology for Continued Service Considerations

The objective of this task is to develop a methodology for use in performing condition
assessments and making reliability-based life predictions of safety-related concrete structures in
NPPs. The methodology will integrate information on degradation and damage accumulation,
environmental factors, and load history into a decision tool that will provide a quantitative
measure of structural reliability and performance under projected future service conditions based
on an assessment of a new or existing structure. A more detailed discussion of the methodology
relative to that provided below is presented in Ref. [15].



The strength of structural members and components can be described statistically by data
gathered in research over the past decade to develop improved bases for structural design of new
reinforced concrete structures (16,17]. Time-dependent changes in concrete strength due to
aging phenomena were not considered in developing these statistics, and they are not directly
applicable to the evaluation of existing, possibly degraded, structures with a given service
history [18]. To account for aging effects, the concrete structural resistance can be modeled as

R(t) = Rog(t). (1)

in which Ro is the initial random resistance and g(t) is a time-dependent degradation function
defining the fraction of initial strength remaining at time, t. Conceptually, a function g(t) can be
associated with each environmental scressor.

Structural loads are random in both time of occurrence and intensity. If the load intensity varies
slowly during a load event, its effect on the structure is essentially static. Also, significant load
duration is usually short, occupying only a small fraction of the total life of a structure.
Therefore, structural loads can be modeled as a sequence of pulses, whose occurrence is
described by a Poisson process with mean occurrence rate, X, and duration, T. The pulse
intensities Sj are assumed to be identically distributed and statistically independent random
variables described by the cumulative distribution function Fs(x). Many loads for which NPP
structures arc designed can be modeled by such processes [19].

The reliability function, L(t), is defined as the probability that the structure survives during the
interval of time (0,t). If n events occur within time interval (0,0, the reliability function for a
structural component can be represented as:

= p[R(t,) > s, nR(t2) > s, n • •• n R ( O > sn]. (2)

Taking into account randomness in number of loads, as well as times at which they occur, and in
the initial strength, and assuming that g(t) is deterministic, the reliability function becomes:

L(t) = Jo°°exij-^l-^Jo
Crs (r.g(t))dtjjfRo<r)dr, (3)

in which fR0(r) = probability density function of the initial strength Ro [15,20]. The limit state

probability or probability of failure during {OX) is,

F(t) = 1 - L (t). (4)

The hazard fun< i:on. or failure rate. h(t), is the probability of failure within time interval (t,t+dt)
given that the cu nponent has survived up to time t. and can be expressed as.

h(t) = - — lnL(t). (5)
dt

When structural failure occurs due to aging, h(t) increases with time.

These methods have been extended to structures subjected to combinations of structural load
processes and to structural systems [20]. The reliability function has a similar appearance to that
in Eq. (3) but the outer integral on resistance increases in dimension in accordance with the
number of system components. System reliability is evaluated by Monte Carlo simulation, using



an importance sampling technique to enhance the efficiency of the simulation [21,22]. The effect
of degradation in component strength on component and system reliability function using several
simple parametric representations of time-dependent strength is presented in Refs. [20,22]. In
the absence of in-service inspection and maintenance, the failure rate, h(t), may increase rapidly
after ages of -60 years, depending on the mode of environmental attack. The methodology can
be used to devise appropriate maintenance policies to ensure that L(t) remains above a regulatory
target during the service life of interest.

APPLICATION OF PROGRAM RESULTS

Potential regulatory applications of this research include: (1) improved predictions of long-term
material and structural performance and available safety margins at future times, (2)
establishment of limits on exposure to environmental stressors, (3) reduction in total reliance by
licensing on inspection and surveillance through development of a methodology which will
enable the integrity of structures to be assessed (either pre- or post-accident), and (4)
improvements in damage inspection methodology through potential incorporation of results into
national standards which could be referenced by standard review plans.
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